
R Code for Permutation Test Comparing Two Matched Samples 

 

 I obtained the R code here from David C. Howell.  I added some comments and a bit of code.  The data were 
simulated.  The two conditions were Control (got a placebo) and Treated (received an experimental treatment.  The data 
should be in a plain text file.  The first row should contain the names of the two conditions.  Each subsequent row should 
have two scores, one for the control subject, then a blank space, and then one for the experimental subject, like this: 

Control Treated 
13 17 
146 119 
32 0 
150 131 
131 106 
362 339 
178 146 
40 9 
43 10 
33 1 
26 24 
105 85 
135 114 
280 285 
76 59 

 

The Code 

 

#setwd("C:/Users/Vati/Documents/_XYZZY/_Stats/SimData/Nonparametrics)c 

dat <- read.table("C:/Users/Vati/Documents/_XYZZY/_Stats/SimData/Nonparametrics/2CorrSamples_R.dat", header = T)  
#Point to data file and read it into dat. 

read.table("C:/Users/Vati/Documents/_XYZZY/_Stats/SimData/Nonparametrics/2CorrSamples_R.dat", header = T) #See 
the scores 

diffObt <- mean(dat$Control) - mean(dat$Treated) 

difference <- dat$Control - dat$Treated  #Use that order to keep most diff. positive 

 

nreps <- 10000 

set.seed(4182) 

resampMeanDiff <- numeric(nreps) 

for (i in 1:nreps) { 

       signs <- sample( c(1,-1),length(difference), replace = T) 

       resamp <- difference * signs 

       resampMeanDiff[i] <- mean(resamp) 

       } 

       diffObt <- abs(diffObt) 

highprob <- length(resampMeanDiff[resampMeanDiff >= diffObt])/nreps 

lowprob <- length(dat$resampMeanDiff[dat$resampMeanDiff <= (-1)*dat$diffObt])/nreps 

prob2tailed <- lowprob + highprob 

cat("The probability from the sampling statistics is = ",prob2tailed,'\n') 

 

hist(resampMeanDiff, breaks = 30, main = "Distribution of Mean Differences", 

  xlab = "Mean Difference", freq = FALSE) 

  text(1.5,.25,"Diff. obt") 

  text(1.5,.23,round(diffObt,2)) 

  arrows(1.5, .21, diffObt, 0, length = .125) 

  text(-3,.25,"p-value") 

https://www.uvm.edu/~dhowell/StatPages/ResamplingWithR/RandomMatchedSample/RandomMatchedSampleR.html


  text(-3,.23, prob2tailed) 

 

  # Compare to Student's t 

tvalue <- t.test(dat$Control, dat$Treated, paired = T)$statistic 

 

cat("The t value from a standard matched-pairs t test is= ",tvalue, '\n') 

 

The Output Copied From the R console 

 

> #setwd("C:/Users/Vati/Documents/_XYZZY/_Stats/SimData/Nonparametrics)  #Set the working directory 

> dat <- read.table("C:/Users/Vati/Documents/_XYZZY/_Stats/SimData/Nonparametrics/2CorrSamples_R.dat", 

header = T)  #Point to data file and read it into dat. 

> read.table("C:/Users/Vati/Documents/_XYZZY/_Stats/SimData/Nonparametrics/2CorrSamples_R.dat", 

header = T) #See the scores 

   Control Treated 

1       13      17 

2      146     119 

3       32       0 

4      150     131 

5      131     106 

6      362     339 

7      178     146 

8       40       9 

9       43      10 

10      33       1 

11      26      24 

12     105      85 

13     135     114 

14     280     285 

15      76      59 

> diffObt <- mean(dat$Control) - mean(dat$Treated) 

> difference <- dat$Control - dat$Treated  #Use that order to keep most diff. positive 

>  

> nreps <- 10000 

> set.seed(4182) 

> resampMeanDiff <- numeric(nreps) 

> for (i in 1:nreps) { 

+        signs <- sample( c(1,-1),length(difference), replace = T) 

+        resamp <- difference * signs 

+        resampMeanDiff[i] <- mean(resamp) 

+        } 

>        diffObt <- abs(diffObt) 



> highprob <- length(resampMeanDiff[resampMeanDiff >= diffObt])/nreps 

> lowprob <- length(dat$resampMeanDiff[dat$resampMeanDiff <= (-1)*dat$diffObt])/nreps 

> prob2tailed <- lowprob + highprob 

> cat("The probability from the sampling statistics is = ",prob2tailed,'\n') 

The probability from the sampling statistics is =  4e-04   That is, p = .0004 

>  

> hist(resampMeanDiff, breaks = 30, main = "Distribution of Mean Differences", 

+   xlab = "Mean Difference", freq = FALSE) 

>   text(1.5,.25,"Diff. obt") 

>   text(1.5,.23,round(diffObt,2)) 

>   arrows(1.5, .21, diffObt, 0, length = .125) 

>   text(-3,.25,"p-value") 

>   text(-3,.23, prob2tailed) 

>  

>   # Compare to Student's t 

> tvalue <- t.test(dat$Control, dat$Treated, paired = T)$statistic 

>  

> cat("The t value from a standard matched-pairs t test is= ",tvalue, '\n') 

The t value from a standard matched-pairs t test is=  6.092172  

> 

 

 

Karl L. Wuensch, March, 2018 

 

http://core.ecu.edu/psyc/WuenschK/KLW.htm

